
Faces  Of  New  Bedford  #158:
Jenny A. Liscombe-Newman
Meet Jenny A. Liscombe-Newman, 39-year-old
artist and co-owner of TL6 The Gallery.
Jenny grew up in Holliston, MA and didn’t
realize she wanted to pursue art until a
friends mother introduced her to jewelry
making in high school. She took some adult
education  classes  to  start  preparing  a
portfolio for college and before she knew
it, was a freshman at UMass Dartmouth in
the Jewelry/Metalsmithing program.

She fell in love with New Bedford, deciding to make it her
home after completing school. It was before her senior year
that her and her best friend, Arianna Swink, made a pact to
open a studio if Arianna didn’t end up at the graduate school
she was pursuing. Being turned off by the atmosphere of the
school, Arianna stayed in New Bedford and began her journey
with Jenny.

Jenny and her now business partner branded themselves under
the title Tenacious Lilly, and began crafting their jewelry in
a basement studio, selling their wares at home parties and
consignment  gift  shops  across  the  state.  After  outgrowing
their studio, they moved into a space at The White Knight
Gallery, now known as TL6 The Gallery. During the recession,
the shop owners decided that they weren’t going to continue
operation, so Jenny and Arianna took over the shop and re-
conceived  it  to  be  the  gallery  it  is  today,  focused  on
representing local artists while continuing to carry a few
hand made retail lines.
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Since opening their William Street Shop, Jenny has had the
pleasure  of  meeting  so  many  talented  local  artists,  even
assisting 5 students with internships in the store. Not only
have they taken on interns, but have helped raise money for a
former artist of theirs who was going to be getting a serious
medical procedure and collected animal food for a local pet
shelter.

_________________________________________________________
Faces of New Bedford is a project by Colton Simmons. If you
are interested in booking a shoot or getting prints from the
series email all inquiries to colton@coltonsimmons.com.

Follow  Colton  on  Instagram:
https://instagram.com/simmonscolton

Read more of the Faces of New Bedford series here.
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